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We derive a model tight-binding many-body d-electron Stoner Hamiltonian for FeCr binary alloys and
investigate the sensitivity of its mean-field solutions to the choice of hopping integrals and the Stoner exchange
parameters. By applying the local charge-neutrality condition within a self-consistent treatment we show that
the negative enthalpy-of-mixing anomaly characterizing the alloy in the low chromium concentration limit is
due entirely to the presence of the on-site exchange Stoner terms and that the occurrence of this anomaly is not
specifically related to the choice of hopping integrals describing conventional chemical bonding between atoms
in the alloy. The Bain transformation pathway computed, using the proposed model Hamiltonian, for the
Fe15Cr alloy configuration is in excellent agreement with ab initio total-energy calculations. Our investigation
also shows how the parameters of a tight-binding many-body model Hamiltonian for a magnetic alloy can be
derived from the comparison of its mean-field solutions with other, more accurate, mean-field approximations
�e.g., density-functional calculations�, hence stimulating the development of large-scale computational algo-
rithms for modeling radiation damage effects in magnetic alloys and steels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Developing predictive models for magnetic ferritic and
ferritic-martensitic steels that exhibit higher resistance to ir-
radiation than other steels, and using mathematical modeling
as an exploratory tool for investigating possible alternative
compositions and microstructures, requires formulating con-
trolled approximations and simplified numerical algorithms
for large-scale computer simulations.1,2 For the case of bi-
nary FeCr alloys, which are model materials with properties
resembling those of ferritic and ferritic-martensitic steels,
density-functional theory �DFT� calculations have recently
provided new insights into the origin of the negative
enthalpy-of-mixing zero-temperature anomaly characterizing
these alloys in the 0–10% Cr concentration range for body-
centered-cubic �bcc�-ordered structures3–8 and for disordered
structures investigated in the coherent potential approxima-
tions �CPA� �Refs. 9–12�. DFT calculations showed that this
enthalpy-of-mixing anomaly only occurs for magnetic self-
consistent solutions, namely, for those where both iron and
chromium atoms develop nonzero magnetic moments asso-
ciated with their d shells. Taking into account magnetism
also proves necessary for predicting the structure of intersti-
tial and vacancy defects in iron and alloys, and pathways for
their thermally activated migration.5,7,13–15 A recent self-
consistent nonorthogonal tight-binding �TB� study of FeCr
performed using spd basis sets16 showed that magnetism sta-
bilizes short-range-ordered atomic configurations of FeCr al-
loys in the low chromium concentration limit.17,18 However,
the above study,16 involving a significant number of adjust-
able parameters, leaves open the question about a minimum
parameter set model capable of describing the unusual prop-
erties of FeCr alloys.

In this paper we prove that a d-band-only many-body TB
model, based on a simple quantum-mechanical model
Hamiltonian and including only the on-site exchange inter-
actions between electrons, which in the mean-field approxi-
mation converges to a model applied earlier to pure iron,19–21

is capable of reproducing at close to quantitative level of
accuracy the negative enthalpy-of-mixing anomaly charac-
terizing FeCr alloys, as well as the complex magnetic con-
figurations of the alloys found earlier in DFT calculations.

The need for developing a methodology for modeling
high-temperature properties of iron alloys and steels requires
going beyond the zero-Kelvin mean-field approximation. For
instance, thermal fluctuations of magnetic moments are re-
sponsible for the occurrence of unusual dislocation structures
observed in iron and FeCr alloys irradiated at temperatures
approaching 500 °C.22–25 Similarly, magnetic fluctuations
and the resulting strong variation in elastic constants as func-
tions of temperature23,25–27 result in the loss of mechanical
strength of ferritic and ferritic-martensitic steels at elevated
temperatures.28,29 Modeling thermal magnetic excitations in-
volves going beyond the mean-field single-particle treatment
of electronic structure adopted in recent studies,16,19 and re-
quires using a full operator expression for the many-body TB
Hamiltonian.27

A model Hamiltonian describing an isolated lattice site
occupied by interacting electrons and linked to the sea of
noninteracting electronic states was proposed by Anderson,30

who followed earlier work by Friedel.31 Hubbard32 extended
the treatment to the case of a lattice, still treating only the
direct on-site Coulomb interaction between electrons for a
nondegenerate, single-orbital per lattice site, case. Later, this
nondegenerate single-orbital-per-site model was applied to
the investigation of magnetism in iron.33 In these
studies,30,32,33 the on-site interaction between electrons was
described by the Hubbard U-term �note that in Ref. 32 pa-
rameter U was denoted by I�. Since the notion of on-site
exchange interaction does not arise in the single
s-orbital-per-site limit, the effects of exchange interaction
were not included in the analysis performed in Refs. 30, 32,
and 33.

Exchange interactions play a particularly significant part
for d-electron metals, where the mean-field Stoner model34

allows the TB approximation to be applied to the investiga-
tion of magnetic solutions. This model, which treats the on-
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site exchange interactions via the effective spin-dependent
on-site energies, can be derived from DFT.35 For applications
going beyond the analysis of zero-temperature ground-state
properties,27 in particular, for those required to model the
high-temperature behavior of magnetic alloys, it is necessary
to have a mathematical formulation based on a suitable
quantum-mechanical operator Hamiltonian, rather than on its
mean-field solutions.

In this paper we show how to relate the spin-dependent
mean-field Stoner model19 to a multiband model Stoner op-
erator Hamiltonian for interacting d electrons. Bearing in
mind the goal of formulating a minimum parameter set
model for FeCr magnetic alloys, we focus on a d-band-only
Hamiltonian and investigate its mean-field solutions in the
local charge-neutrality �LCN� approximation. We find that in
order to describe the electronic structure and chemical bond-
ing in FeCr alloys, including the unusual negative heat-of-
formation anomaly characterizing the ferromagnetic configu-
ration of the alloys in the 0–10% Cr concentration range, we
only need to retain in the second-quantized TB Hamiltonian
�in addition to the usual electron-hopping terms and the on-
site energies� the on-site exchange terms quadratic in the
operator of the local magnetic moment. The interplay be-
tween the effects of on-site magnetic exchange and intersite
electron hopping results in an unusual self-consistent elec-
tronic configuration characterized by the negative heat-of-
formation anomaly and exhibiting magnetic correlations
found also in density-functional calculations.3–12 The fact
that the addition of purely on-site Stoner operator terms has
such a strong effect on the electronic structure and chemical
bonding is not surprising and represents a manifestation of a
general fact that even a simple nonlinear quantum-
mechanical Hamiltonian may have fairly complex many-
electron eigenstates.36 For example, the inclusion of purely
on-site terms in the LSDA+U treatment of electron correla-
tions is known to have a significant impact on the electronic
structure and chemical bonding in transition-metal and ac-
tinide oxides.37

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we show how
a many-orbital-per-site periodic Anderson Hamiltonian38–42

can be transformed into a many-body many-orbital-per-site
Stoner Hamiltonian for an alloy. To parameterize this Hamil-
tonian, in Sec. III we investigate its mean-field solutions and
compare them with DFT calculations. In this way we are
able to select optimal values for the TB hopping integrals,
the on-site Stoner parameters, and the average on-site
d-electron occupation numbers. We find that all the main
features characterizing the alloy, including the anomalous
negative enthalpy-of-mixing and the Bain transformation
pathways investigated in Sec. IV for a representative low Cr
concentration alloy configuration, can be well described by
this d-electron-only TB Hamiltonian. Furthermore, we dis-
cover that the choice of hopping integrals does not influence
the self-consistent solutions as strongly as the presence of the
intra-atomic on-site Stoner exchange terms. To illustrate this
point, in Sec. V we compare the present d-only orthogonal
TB Stoner Hamiltonian model with the nonorthogonal spd
magnetic TB calculations.16 Section VI summarizes the main
results and concludes the paper.

II. ANDERSON AND THE STONER HAMILTONIANS FOR
IRON-CHROMIUM ALLOYS

Binary iron-chromium alloys are unique in the sense that
both iron and chromium have bcc low-temperature crystal
structures with lattice parameters that differ by less than half
a percent. This results in an almost distortion-free crystal
structure of the alloy where Fe and Cr atoms occupy nearly
ideal bcc lattice sites. In the absence of elastic distortions
associated with the atomic size mismatch, the site-
occupation probabilities and short-range-order correlation
functions are determined by interactions that are much
weaker than elastic forces that drive microstructural evolu-
tion in many other alloys.43,44

To derive a model Hamiltonian for a binary FeCr alloy,
we start from the atomic limit. Figure 1 shows the radial
electron densities calculated using full-potential linear
muffin-tin orbital �FP-LMTO� code45 within the local-
density approximation �LDA� for the 4s and 3d orbitals of
iron atoms �left� and chromium atoms �right�, plotted as a
function of radial coordinates for each atom. The distance
between the atoms equals the distance between the nearest-
neighbor lattice sites in a typical bcc FeCr alloy. Figure 1
shows that the 4s orbitals are very extended in space whereas
the overlap between the 3d orbitals is small, justifying the
use of an orthogonal TB model for 3d electrons.46

A model Hamiltonian, which describes electron hopping,
as well as on-site electron-electron interactions for the case
of a fivefold-degenerate 3d band, was proposed by
Anderson.38,39 This Hamiltonian has a general form40–42

Ĥ = �
i,j, i�j

�
m,m�,�

tim,jm�ĉim�
† ĉjm�� + �

i,m,�
�iĉim�

† ĉim�

+ �
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Normalized radial probability densities
for the 3d and 4s electronic states evaluated in the local-density
approximation for a pair of isolated iron and chromium atoms. The
figure shows overlap between atomic orbitals centered on an iron
atom �left� and a chromium atom �right�. The distance between the
atoms in this figure is taken to be the same as the distance between
the nearest-neighbor lattice sites in a bcc FeCr alloy.
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where the t terms describe quantum hopping between ions
�lattice sites� i and j, ĉim�

† and ĉjm�� are the second-quantized
creation and annihilation operators, �i are the single-particle
on-site energies, and n̂im,�= ĉim�

† ĉim� is the operator for the
number of electrons occupying orbital m on site i. Parameter

Ūi describes the Coulomb energy of repulsion between a pair
of electrons occupying the same lattice site with antiparallel

spin whereas J̄i described the reduction in the strength of
Coulomb repulsion for the case where the spins of electrons

are parallel. Parameters Ūi and J̄i are related to Slater’s
integrals.37,47 By assuming their independence of d-orbital
indexes m and m�, we neglect the crystal-field effects.48,49

Finally, in Eq. �1� the 1−�mm� factor accounts for the Pauli
exclusion principle.

Noting that n̂im,�
2 = n̂im,�, we transform the last term in Eq.

�1� as

Ūi − J̄i

2 �
m,m�,�

n̂im,�n̂im�,��1 − �mm��

=
Ūi − J̄i

2 �
�

�N̂i,�N̂i,� − N̂i,�� , �2�

where N̂i,�=�mn̂im,� is the operator for the total number of
electrons with spin � occupying site i. Similarly, the first
term in square brackets in Eq. �1� has the form

�Ūi /2���N̂i,�N̂i,−�. Hamiltonian �1� can now be written in a
compact form, which is still fully equivalent to Eq. �1�, as

Ĥ = �
i,j, i�j

�
m,m�,�

tim,jm�ĉim�
† ĉjm�� + �

i,m,�
�iĉim�

† ĉim�

+ �
i,�
� Ūi

2
N̂i,�N̂i,−� +

Ūi − J̄i

2
�N̂i,�

2 − N̂i,��� . �3�

By rearranging terms in square brackets in Eq. �3�, we now
prove that there is a connection between this Hamiltonian
and the Stoner Hamiltonian postulated by Hasegawa et al.27

Introducing operators N̂i= N̂i↑+ N̂i↓ and M̂i= N̂i↑− N̂i↓, we
transform Eq. �3� as

Ĥ = �
i,j, i�j

�
m,m�,�

tim,jm�ĉim�
† ĉjm�� + �

i

�iN̂i

+ �
i
� Ūi

2
�N̂i

2 − N̂i� −
J̄i

4
�N̂i

2 − 2N̂i� −
J̄i

4
M̂i

2� . �4�

The first term in square brackets in the above equation is a
quantum-mechanical analog of the classical expression for
the energy of Coulomb interaction between Ni electrons oc-
cupying the same lattice site. The second term, which is also

a function of N̂i, is a small correction to the first term and, if
necessary, can be neglected within the framework of the
present model. The last term in square brackets in Eq. �4� is
the only term in the entire Hamiltonian that depends on the

local magnetic moment M̂i. Neglecting fluctuations of the
total number of electrons occupying a lattice site �in this way

we effectively include the N̂i-dependent terms in the defini-

tion of the on-site energies �̃i�, we arrive at the model Stoner
Hamiltonian27

Ĥ = �
i,j, i�j

�
m,m�,�

tim,jm�ĉim�
† ĉjm�� + �

i

�̃iN̂i −
1

4�
i

IiM̂i
2.

�5�

Here we note that the intra-atom exchange parameters J̄i of
the multiorbital periodic Anderson Hamiltonian �1� that we
used as a starting point for the derivation, are exactly equal
to the Stoner parameters Ii, see Ref. 42.

To find the mean-field solutions for Hamiltonian �4�, we
follow Anderson30 and define the one-particle Green’s func-
tion Gim;jm�

� ���. The equations of motion for this Green’s
function have the form30

�� − �i
��Gim;jm�

� ��� − �
k�i,m�

tim,km�Gkm�;jm�
� ��� = �ij�mm�,

�6�

where

�i
� = �i −

Ūi − J̄i

2
+ �Ūi −

J̄i

2
��Ni� −

J̄i

2
��Mi� �7�

and where �Ni� is the expectation value for the operator of
the total number of electrons occupying site i. Similarly, �Mi�
is the expectation value for the operator of the total magnetic
moment associated with site i.

The fact that the effective on-site energies �i
� in Eq. �6�

depend on the projection of spin � and that this dependence

has the form �J̄i�Mi� /2, is a well-known feature of the
mean-field TB Stoner model.16,19 For example, Eq. �6� of
Ref. 19

�i
� = �i −

I

2
��Mi� , �8�

is identical to Eq. �7�, subject to the charge-neutrality condi-
tion and subject to the treatment of on-site energies as occu-
pation number-dependent quantities. We reiterate here that
the TB Stoner model �Eqs. �7� and �8�	, investigated earlier
in Refs. 16 and 19, is a single-particle mean-field approxi-
mation, i.e., an approximation that can be derived from the
full operator Stoner Hamiltonian �5�.

In the �physically unreasonable for d electrons� limit Ūi

= J̄i, where the Anderson Hamiltonian �1� coincides with the
Hubbard Hamiltonian,50 from Eq. �7� we find the effective
on-site energies

�i
� = �i + Ūi�Ni,−�� . �9�

This equation is identical to Eq. �15� of Ref. 30 and is only
valid in the single s-orbital-per-site limit. For a general case,

where Ūi� J̄i, from Eq. �7� we find an expression for the
on-site energies
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�i
� = �i −

Ūi − J̄i

2
+ �Ūi −

J̄i

2
��Ni� −

J̄i

2
��Mi�

= �i −
Ūi − J̄i

2
+ Ūi�Ni� −

J̄i

2
��Ni� + ��Mi�	

= �i −
Ūi − J̄i

2
+ Ūi�Ni� − J̄i�Ni,�� , �10�

in deriving which we employed the condition �Ni�+��Mi�
=2�Ni,��.

Equation �10� shows that there is a fundamental link be-
tween the Anderson �Eq. �9�	 �Ref. 30� and the Stoner �Eq.
�8�	 �Refs. 19 and 27� models. According to the argument
given above, the two models represent limiting cases for the
same general Hamiltonian �1�.

In a metal, the nearly perfect screening results in ions
being effectively locally charge neutral.46 Hence, in what fol-
lows the expectation values of �Ni� can be taken as constants.

In Eq. �10� there is only one term J̄i�Ni,�� that depends on the
projection of spin. This shows that in a transition-metal alloy
it is the intra-atomic on-site Stoner exchange, described by

parameters J̄i
 Ii, and not the Hubbard on-site Coulomb in-

teraction, described by the Ūi terms, that determine the mag-
netic configuration of the alloy.

III. MEAN-FIELD SOLUTIONS FOR THE STONER
HAMILTONIAN

In a numerical implementation of the TB model for FeCr
alloys the self-consistent Eq. �6� is complemented by the
condition defining the total number of electrons on each lat-
tice site

�Ni,�� = −
1

�
�

−�

�F

�
m

JGim;im
� �� + i0�d� = �

m

�im,im
� , �11�

where �F is the Fermi energy and �im,im
� is a diagonal element

of the density matrix. The on-site magnetic moment is given
by �Mi�=�m��im,im

↑ −�im,im
↓ 	.

In the preceding section we showed that the Stoner
Hamiltonian �5�, the mean-field solutions of which are
uniquely and fully defined by the spin-dependent on-site en-
ergies �Eq. �8�	, is related to the mean-field TB bond �TBB�
Stoner model developed earlier for magnetic bcc iron.19–21

In the original TBB model,51 as well as in its mean-field
generalization to magnetic transition metals,19 the crystal-
field effects, giving rise to the multiplet splitting of the on-
site energies for the initially degenerate d-orbital states,52

were neglected. This approximation is consistent with the
many-body Hamiltonian �1� where we neglected the depen-

dence of the Hubbard Ū and exchange J̄ parameters on the
orbital indexes m and m�.

We now apply the model to the treatment of a magnetic
binary alloy to see if the model, parameterized in the sim-
plest possible way, is able to describe the anomalous varia-
tion in the enthalpy-of-mixing treated as a function of chro-
mium concentration.3–5,9,10 We also investigate what terms in

Hamiltonian �5� are responsible for the negative enthalpy-of-
mixing of the alloy occurring in the low chromium concen-
tration limit.

The electronic part of the total energy of the alloy in the
TBB model is given by the expectation value of the Stoner
Hamiltonian �5�, namely,19

ETBB = �
i,j, i�j

�
m,m�,�

�im;jm�
� tjm�,im −

1

4�
i

Ii�Mi�2, �12�

where �im;jm�
� are the site off-diagonal elements of the density

matrix. In Eq. �12� the contribution from the on-site energy
terms is absent due to the assumed validity of the LCN con-
dition that keeps constant the total electron site-occupation
numbers �Ni�.

The TBB model �Eq. �12�	 for a FeCr binary alloy on a
bcc lattice was implemented within the OXON code.53 Ear-
lier studies of nonmagnetic transition-metal alloys showed
that the appropriate choice of numerical values for hopping
integrals tjm�,im was essential for ensuring the physically sen-
sible behavior of the model.54 Since we are interested in
developing the simplest possible model for magnetic FeCr
alloys, we adopt a more restricted subset of electronic states
than that used by Paxton et al.,16 where a full set of s, p, and
d orbitals was included in the treatment. We consider only
the d-d hopping integrals for 3d electrons that dominate
bonding in transition metals.46 A detailed comparison of the
present model with the spd model of Ref. 16 is given in Sec.
V.

We carry out two case studies, aimed at elucidating the
role played by the two physically distinct contributions to
Hamiltonian �5�, namely, the contributions associated with
the difference between the hopping integrals involving the
iron-iron, iron-chromium, and chromium-chromium pairs of
atoms, and the contributions from the on-site Stoner terms.
Both contributions can, in principle, affect the electronic
structure and interatomic bonding in the alloy.

In case study I, we take the 3d hopping integrals for the
Fe-Fe, Cr-Cr, and FeCr bonds as identical to those of pure
iron. This assumption corresponds to the so-called rigid-band
approximation. The values of TB parameters for this case are
taken from our previous study,19 where the first nearest-
neighbor �1NN� integrals �dd� ,dd� ,dd�� are equal to �
−0.6877,0.4196,−0.0392� eV. These numerical values were
derived from the DFT-based third-generation orthogonal TB-
LMTO analysis.55

In case study II, the Cr-Cr hopping integrals were derived
from a similar TB-LMTO electronic-structure calculation
performed for pure bcc Cr. Here the 1NN hopping integrals
�dd� ,dd� ,dd�� are equal to �−0.9222,0.5441,
−0.0427� eV, respectively. In case study II the mixed FeCr
hopping integrals are taken as the geometric mean between
the Fe-Fe and Cr-Cr values, e.g., �dd��FeCr��
=�dd��FeFe��� �dd��CrCr��. The sign for a “mixed” hop-
ping integral is the same as for a pure metal. The magnitude
of Cr-Cr hopping integrals derived from TB-LMTO calcula-
tions is larger than that for bcc Fe, in agreement with the
curves shown in Fig. 1, where the degree of overlap between
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the 3d orbitals of Cr atoms is greater than that for the 3d
orbitals of Fe atoms.

The enthalpy-of-mixing for binary FeCr alloy, where fer-
romagnetic bcc Fe and antiferromagnetic bcc Cr serve as two
reference points, was evaluated for both case studies, and the
predicted values were compared with results of DFT calcu-
lations performed for various alloy configurations.20,21,56 In
both cases, the average number of electrons occupying a Fe
lattice site Nd�Fe�=6.8, and the on-site Stoner parameter
Id�Fe�=0.77 eV for an iron ion, were assumed to be the
same as in our earlier study.19 Results derived from magnetic
and nonmagnetic calculations are shown in Fig. 2 for the
rigid-band approximation �case study I�, where the hopping
integrals for the Fe-Fe, Cr-Cr, and FeCr bonds are assumed
to be identical, and for a more realistic case �case study II�,
where the hopping integrals are taken as site-dependent
quantities. The choice of hopping integrals influences the
choice of the total number of electrons on the Cr sites and
the choice of the Stoner parameter for the Cr atoms Id�Cr�.
For case study I the total number of electrons per chromium
site is Nd�Cr�=5.7 and the Stoner parameter is Id�Cr�
=0.38 eV whereas for case study II, where the choice of
Cr-Cr hopping integrals is consistent with the TB-LMTO
electronic structure of pure chromium, the optimum choice
of parameters is Nd�Cr�=5.4 and Id�Cr�=0.54 eV. The val-
ues of Id�Cr� and Nd�Cr� are optimized to reproduce the very
small positive-energy difference between the nonmagnetic
�NM� and antiferromagnetic �AFM� phases of bcc chromium
�9 meV/atom, as found in DFT calculations57�.

Our previous investigation of the TBB Stoner model for
iron has already shown good qualitative agreement with DFT
calculations for the energy differences between the FM,
AFM, and NM phases for bcc, fcc, and hcp crystal
structures.19 The fact that the Stoner parameter found in our
current study for a Cr atom Id�Cr� is smaller than that for a
Fe atom is in broad agreement not only with the spd inves-
tigation of FeCr clusters58 but also with the trend found in
DFT calculations for the 3d transition-metal series.59

The calculated values for the enthalpy-of-mixing shown
in Fig. 2 were determined using both spin-polarized �mag-
netic� and non-spin-polarized �nonmagnetic� calculations for
alloy configurations Fe15Cr �15sc222�, Fe25Cr2, Fe7Cr
�14sc222�, Fe3Cr �DO3 and tP8-L62–1�, FeCr �B2 and tP8-
L44–1�, FeCr3 �DO3 and tP8-L62–1�, and FeCr15 �15sc222�
discussed in detail in Refs. 5 and 6. In this notation, 15sc222
means that the corresponding alloy configuration is con-
structed from a 2�2�2 supercell of bcc lattice containing
15 Fe atoms. Similarly, in the case of 14sc222 configuration
there are 14 Fe atoms and two Cr atoms occupying sites
�0,1/2,1/2� and �1/2,0,0�. The structure of Fe25Cr2 is derived
from a 3�3�3 supercell, where positions of Cr atoms are
�1/6,1/6,1/6�, �1/6,5/6,5/6�, �5/6,1/6,5/6�, and �5/6,5/6,1/6�
�see also Fig. 3b of Ref. 6	. Finally, tP8-L62–1 denotes a
tetragonal structure with four bcc unit cell along the �001	
direction in which six layers are formed by type A atoms and
the other two layers by type B atoms. Similarly, tP8-L44–1
denotes a tetragonal structure with four type A and four type
B atomic layers. These structures represent segregated lay-
ered configurations and they have the lowest enthalpy of
mixing for a given Cr concentration, as found in our earlier

DFT study.5 To complete the analysis, we have also investi-
gated the enthalpy-of-mixing for the � phase, for which we
assumed the Fe3Cr2 alloy composition, corresponding to the
fully occupied Fe�2a�Cr�4f�Cr�8i�Fe�8i�Fe�8j� configuration
�in Wyckoff’s multiplicity index notation for the tetragonal
tP30 �P42 /mmm� symmetry of the structure	. This configu-
ration was investigated by Korzhavyi et al.60 within the dis-
ordered local-moment �DLM� approximation. The distribu-
tion of magnetic moments found in DFT and Stoner
Hamiltonian-model calculations for these five symmetry
sites in the �-phase crystal structure was discussed in Ref.
56.

Figure 2 shows that for cases I and II the Stoner 3d model
reproduces fairly accurately the crossover between the re-
gions of negative and positive enthalpies of mixing. It also
shows that there is very good agreement between the enthal-
pies of mixing found for various magnetic and nonmagnetic
ordered structures, including the � phase, for the entire range
of chromium concentrations between 0 and 100%. For the
Fe15Cr structure the enthalpies of mixing calculated for the
ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic configurations of the alloy
are −0.0069 and 0.4304 eV �−0.0079 and 0.4383 eV� for
case studies I�II�, respectively. These 3d Stoner model values
agree very well with the corresponding DFT values of
−0.0065 and 0.4317 eV.

Figure 2 suggests that the overall accuracy of the param-
eter set used for case study II is higher than that of the
parameter set used in case study I. This is not surprising
given the more realistic description of the band structure of
the alloy achieved in case study II due to a better choice of
hopping integrals. The agreement between case study II and
DFT calculations is particularly good for the lowest-energy
alloy configurations, for example, the layered structures tP8-
L62 and tP8-L44, where the enthalpies of formation are
within the �0.025 eV ��300 K� per atom range. This
analysis shows that while the origin of the “anomalous”
negative enthalpy-of-mixing of the alloy in the �10% Cr
concentration range is associated with the presence of the

Stoner on-site exchange terms −IiM̂i /4 in Hamiltonian �5�,
giving rise to symmetry-broken magnetic solutions, a quan-
titative treatment of enthalpies of mixing for the alloy in the
entire chromium concentration range also requires taking
into account the difference between the 3d orbitals of iron
and chromium ions.

To extend this analysis beyond the total-energy calcula-
tions we compared the magnetic structures found in case
studies I and II for the B2 phase with those predicted by
spin-polarized DFT calculations. The energy difference be-
tween the nonmagnetic and magnetic configurations for the
B2 phase is 0.1358 eV �0.0844 eV� for case studies I�II�,
compared to the DFT energy difference of 0.1082 eV.

For Fe15Cr phase, the electronic structure and stability
were investigated earlier using both the DFT-based,7,56 and
TB spd-model16 approaches. In Fe15Cr structure each chro-
mium atom is surrounded by iron atoms occupying the first,
second, third, fourth, and the fifth coordination shells. DFT
calculations show that in the symmetry-broken lowest-
energy magnetic state the magnetic moments of Cr ions are
ordered antiferromagnetically with respect to the ferromag-
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netically ordered moments of iron atoms. Figure 3 shows, in
pictorial form, the magnetic-moment configurations found
using Hamiltonian �5� for case studies I and II, and the one
found using DFT calculations. The color scheme used in the
figure is the same for all the three cases. We see that in all the
cases shown in the figure the magnetic moments of Cr atoms
are ordered antiferromagnetically relative to the ferromag-
netically ordered moments on Fe sites. The magnetic mo-
ment on Cr sites is −1.3 	B for model I and −2.2 	B for
model II, compared to the DFT value of −1.7 	B. Given that
the magnetic moment of pure bcc Fe is overestimated by
�18% within the TB model19 �for pure iron the mean-field
treatment of Hamiltonian �5� gives M �2.6 	B compared to

the DFT value of M �2.2 	B	, we see that a similar scaling
factor applies to the chromium magnetic moment predicted
by model II within the Fe15Cr phase. This shows that model
II provides a good match to DFT results not only for the
negative enthalpies of mixing for the various alloy configu-
rations corresponding to low Cr concentrations but also for
the predicted low-temperature magnetic structures.

In the next section we apply the model developed above
to the treatment of the bcc-fcc transformation pathway for
Fe15Cr alloy. Investigating this pathway is of interest in con-
nection with the occurrence of the so-called 
 loop in the
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FIG. 2. �Color� The enthalpy-of-mixing for binary FeCr alloys
evaluated using the TB mean-field solutions of Hamiltonian �5�,
shown together with the corresponding values found by DFT cal-
culations for magnetic and nonmagnetic �NM� configurations. The
top graph shows results found for case study I, where all the hop-
ping integrals were assumed to be the same as in pure iron and
where only the Stoner parameters for Fe and Cr sites were adjusted.
The bottom graph illustrates case study II, where hopping integrals
for Cr atoms were derived from the band structure of pure chro-
mium, as described in the text. The subset of layered structures
tP8-L62–1 and tP8-L44–1 is denoted by L. The colored band at the
bottom of each figure gives the scale of thermal-energy fluctuations
�per atom� at room temperature.

FIG. 3. �Color� The magnetic configurations of bcc-like Fe15Cr
alloy found using the mean-field solutions of Hamiltonian �5� and
density-functional theory calculations. �a� case study I, �b� case
study II, and �c� DFT. The color of atoms in the structures repre-
sents the magnitude and the direction �+ up and − down� of mag-
netic moments: +3 	B is pure gray and −2 	B is pure black.
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high-temperature part of the FeCr phase diagram.61,62 It is
worth emphasizing again here that the experimental FeCr
phase diagram62 is only available for the range of tempera-
tures above approximately 400 °C �673 K�, equivalent to the
energy of 58 meV per atom, which in turn is located well
outside the �25 meV /atom range shown in Fig. 2. We be-
lieve that thermal energy fluctuations on this 25 meV/atom
scale are the reason why so far the ordered compound Fe15Cr
predicted both by DFT calculations5,8 and by the present
Stoner Hamiltonian model, and characterized by the rela-
tively small negative enthalpy of mixing �less than
−10 meV /atom�, has not been observed experimentally.

IV. BAIN TRANSFORMATION OF Fe15Cr ALLOY

Changes in microstructure associated with the �bcc� � to
�fcc� 
 phase transformation in iron, iron-based alloys, and
steels are among the most significant factors affecting me-
chanical and engineering properties of these materials.61 For
example, the strong elastic anisotropy of iron that develops
at elevated temperatures, approaching the temperature of the
�-
 phase transition, affects the self-energies of dislocations
in the material23,25 as well as the strength of interaction be-
tween dislocations,28,29 giving rise to profound changes in
mechanical properties of ferritic steels and iron-based alloys
at elevated temperatures. The experimental phase diagram of
FeCr binary alloys62 shows that the high-temperature 
 phase
spans the low Cr concentration range �0–11%�, approxi-
mately matching the interval of chromium concentrations
where the zero-temperature enthalpy-of-mixing of the alloy
is negative. The Fe15Cr alloy composition is of particular
interest here since independent DFT calculations predict the
Fe15Cr ordered compound as the most stable configuration
for various cubic phases.5,8

The difference between the energies of these phases is
small, enabling us to focus on how the energy of cubic
Fe15Cr structure with 16 atoms per unit cell varies along the
bcc-like to fcc-like Bain transformation pathway. The curve
showing how the energy per atom in the alloy varies as the
crystal lattice transforms along the Bain pathway63 was
evaluated using the two numerical parameterizations for the
Stoner model described above. The Hamiltonian hopping
matrix elements tim,jm� were parameterized as functions of
the bond length Rij as power-law functions

t�R� = t�R0��R0/R�n, �13�

where R0 is the nearest-neighbor bond length for the bcc
phase and the exponents n for the dd�, dd�, and dd� bond
integrals are 4.5, 4.0, and 4.0, respectively, as in the case of
ferromagnetic iron.19 The Bain transformation analysis was
also performed using DFT calculations. Figure 4 shows how
the energy per atom varies as a function of the tetragonal c /a
ratio at the fixed equilibrium volume of bcc-like Fe15Cr
structure derived from DFT. The minimum of the curve is at
c /a=1.0 for case studies I and II, in full agreement with
DFT. At c /a=2 the Fe15Cr alloy adopts an fcc-like structure
and Fig. 4 shows that the fcc-bcc energy differences pre-
dicted by the Stoner models I and II are both in good agree-
ment with DFT calculations. The average magnetic moments

found for the fcc-like phases are 2.46 	B, 2.51 	B, and
2.32 	B for models I, II, and DFT, respectively. Comparing
this with spin-polarized configurations for fcc iron investi-
gated earlier by Herper et al.,64 we see that it is the high-spin
configuration that represents the ground state of the elec-
tronic subsystem in the fcc-like Fe15Cr structure.

The elastic constants for bcc-like Fe15Cr alloy structure
evaluated using DFT calculations65 are �C11,C12,C44�
= �243,132,101� GPa for the spin-polarized state and
�C11,C12,C44�= �−2,252,122� GPa for the nonspin-
polarized �nonmagnetic� state. These sets of values show that
C�= �C11−C12� /2 is negative for the nonspin-polarized con-
figuration and is positive for the spin-polarized state, con-
firming that magnetic symmetry breaking due to the Stoner
terms in Hamiltonian �5� stabilizes the bcc-like phase of
FeCr alloys in the low Cr concentration limit.

V. FROM THE STONER HAMILTONIAN TO LARGE-
SCALE SIMULATIONS

The analysis of phase stability and magnetic configura-
tions for FeCr binary alloys performed above shows that the
treatment based on the mean-field solutions for the TB
3d-only Stoner Hamiltonian �5� agrees well with DFT calcu-
lations. In this section, we discuss implications of these find-
ings for the development of large-scale atomistic models for
irradiated magnetic FeCr alloys. The two issues central to
this development are �i� the construction of magnetic inter-
atomic potentials for molecular-dynamic simulations and �ii�
the development of a quantitative treatment of magnetic fluc-
tuations at elevated temperatures. Addressing both issues re-
quires a suitable Stoner Hamiltonian �5�.

Our model TB Stoner Hamiltonian involves only d orbit-
als, which is an approximation that one has to justify by
comparing the solutions found for this Hamiltonian with the
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Energy curves corresponding to the Bain
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shown in Fig. 3. The points represent energies of deformed struc-
tures evaluated using the mean-field solutions of Hamiltonian �5�
for the choice of parameters corresponding to case studies I and II,
and energies derived from DFT calculations.
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more accurate ab initio calculations, as well as with the spd
TB model calculations performed for the same system. Fig-
ure 5 shows the total spin-polarized electronic densities of
states �DOS� for the bcc-like Fe15Cr structure calculated us-
ing mean-field solutions for Hamiltonian �5� compared with
fully self-consistent DFT calculations performed using the
minimal spd basis set implemented within LMTO method in
the atomic sphere approximation �ASA�.66 We see that the
DOS predicted by the TB Stoner model agrees well with the
spin-up and spin-down d-electron-only DOS predicted by the
LMTO-ASA calculations. Similarly good agreement was
found earlier for the nonmagnetic DOS evaluated for bcc Fe
using TB and FP-LMTO calculations.67

The d-orbital-only model introduced above involves two
significant approximations. The first one, illustrated in Fig. 5,
involves neglecting the s-d hybridization effects that give
rise to broadening of the s-d band in comparison with the
d-band-only limit. The earlier seminal work by Heine68

showed that the treatment of sp-d hybridization in transition
metals can be implemented through the use of a hybrid rep-
resentation involving the nearly-free-electron description of
sp electrons and the TB representation for the d electrons.
Although, in principle, it is possible to treat the sp electrons
within the TB scheme, this proves to be computationally
expensive due to the long-range nature and the strongly over-
lapping character of the s and p orbitals.69,70 Because of this
fact, although a self-consistent spd TB magnetic model16

agrees better with the spin-polarized DFT DOS calculations
�see, for example, Fig. 12 of Ref. 16�, it is difficult to extend
it to large-scale calculations. For example, in the spd TB
treatment of the Fe15Cr structure the local environment of
each Cr atom must include at least 58 neighboring atoms5,7,71

to describe the Cr-Cr interactions.
The short-range d-band model for cohesion of transition

metals proposed by Friedel72 and Pettifor,46 and implemented
in our study, is far simpler and is easier to link with, say,
molecular-dynamic simulations. Furthermore, in the
d-electron-only TB model the sp-d overlap repulsion effects
can be incorporated into an empirical pairwise repulsive

potential21 since it is reasonable to assume that no sp-d
charge transfer occurs in a metal. Recent TB studies of local
magnetic configurations around self-interstitial atom point
defects19 and screw dislocations21 confirmed that the TB
d-band models provide a good match to DFT calculations for
point and extended defects in magnetic iron.

In our TB treatment of on-site exchange we also neglect
the crystal-field effects. Figure 5 shows that the fine structure
of the DOS spectra associated with the crystal-field splitting
of the t2g and eg manifolds found in DFT calculations is well
described by the spd TB model.16 However, this required
including a large number of parameters in the model at the
expense of its tractability and in fact the inclusion of the
crystal-field effects is not fully consistent with the assump-

tion, also adopted in Ref. 16, that the Hubbard Ū and the

exchange J̄ parameters were treated as d-orbital-independent
quantities.

Figure 6 shows the spin-polarized DOS evaluated for the
B2 phase using the present TB Stoner model and the LMTO-
ASA method. Similarly to the case of the Fe15Cr alloy con-
figuration, the shape of the DOS curves is described qualita-
tively well in comparison with DFT and TB spd results
illustrated, for example, in Fig. 10 of Ref. 16. The local
magnetic moments on Fe and Cr sites are 1.81 	B and
0.22 	B, respectively, compared with 1.14 	B and 0.71 	B
found using the spd TB model,16 1.46 	B and 0.34 	B
found in LDA FP-LMTO calculations16 and 1.71 	B and
0.17 	B predicted by projector-augmented wave �PAW� gen-
eralized gradient approximation-Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
�GGA-PBE� VASP calculations.65 Taking into account the ap-
proximate nature of the Stoner Hamiltonian model �5�, it is
encouraging to see that our results are in good agreement
with DFT calculations.

Finally, why is it necessary to look for a model Stoner
Hamiltonian? First of all, the availability of a many-body
Hamiltonian with well-defined hopping integrals and ex-
change parameters provides a starting point for the treatment
of finite-temperature excitations and high-temperature prop-
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erties of the alloy.27 Furthermore, the development of inter-
atomic potentials for molecular dynamics and spin-lattice dy-
namics requires making further approximations in the
treatment of the electronic degrees of freedom, and this can
only be achieved by relating certain terms in the Hamiltonian
to properties of perfect lattices, alloy configurations, and de-
fects simulated using large-scale algorithms.67,73 This is also
important for the development of large-scale Monte Carlo
simulation methods for FeCr alloys, as illustrated by the ap-
plications of magnetic cluster expansion, where the interac-
tion parameters derived from a spin-polarized DFT database
for FeCr alloys were used as input for a treatment of com-
positional and high-temperature magnetic orientational disor-
der in a magnetic alloy.74

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of phase stability of iron-chromium alloys
has so far been mainly investigated using variational density-
functional theory calculations, with finite-temperature analy-
sis focused on mapping the ground-state configurations onto
classical spin-lattice models. In this work we show how
density-functional theory calculations can be mapped onto a
model many-body d-electron tight-binding Stoner Hamil-
tonian for FeCr alloys.

We find that the mean-field solutions generated using a 3d
TB many-body model Stoner Hamiltonian �5� accurately
match the ground-state energies and magnetic configurations
for a representative set of structures of binary FeCr alloys
spanning the entire chromium concentration range between 0
and 100%. Within the Hamiltonian formalism, magnetic con-
figurations emerge as symmetry-broken ground-state solu-
tions. The Stoner Hamiltonian �5� is a limiting case of a
general many-orbital-per-site Hamiltonian �1� and it can be
derived42 from Eq. �1� by imposing constraints stemming
from the local charge-neutrality condition.

The availability of a fully parameterized many-body
Stoner Hamiltonian offers a way of extending density-
functional theory calculations to the case of finite tempera-
tures and to the treatment of time-dependent correlated dy-
namics of atomic and electronic excitations. The latter may
involve, for example, the use of semiclassical models where
forces acting between atoms are described by effective semi-
empirical spin-orientation-dependent “interatomic
potentials.”73

To parameterize the Hamiltonian, we carried out two case
studies. In case study I only the Stoner on-site intra-atomic
exchange parameters Ii were adjusted to match the ab initio
results. In this approximation it is already possible to repro-
duce the negative enthalpy-of-mixing anomaly characteriz-
ing the alloy in the low chromium concentration limit. The
model parameters developed for case study II, where the
hopping integrals and the Stoner parameters were derived
from the electronic structure of pure Fe and pure Cr, provide
a very accurate match to density-functional theory calcula-
tions. Both sets of parameters �case studies I and II� behave
equally well when applied to the investigation of deforma-
tion of the most stable FeCr alloy compound along the Bain
transformation pathway.

A conclusion that follows from our study is that all the
significant features characterizing FeCr alloys can be ex-
plained in terms of bonding effects involving 3d electron
orbitals and magnetic symmetry-breaking effects resulting
from intra-atomic on-site Stoner exchange. To clarify the
point that the origin of anomalous negative enthalpy of mix-
ing is associated with the presence of the Stoner on-site ex-
change terms in the Hamiltonian �5�, in Fig. 7 we show the
enthalpy of mixing for nonmagnetic bcc FeCr alloys calcu-
lated for case study II and plotted using energies of nonmag-
netic bcc Fe and Cr as a reference. The figure also gives the
corresponding DFT results. The negative enthalpies of mix-
ing for small Cr concentrations, resulting from antiferromag-
netic correlations between Cr atoms in the Fe host lattice,
which in turn enhance the stability of the ferromagnetic state
of diluted bcc alloys and raise the Curie temperature,74 com-
pletely vanish in the case where there is no Stoner exchange
contribution. The main contribution to the negative enthalpy-
of-mixing anomaly comes from the exchange terms associ-
ated with iron sites �indeed the value of Id�Fe� is greater than
that of Id�Cr�	, taking into account the Stoner exchange on
chromium sites Id�Cr� is also important to match the mag-
netic DFT energies in the entire range of Cr concentrations.
In the limit of high Cr concentrations, it is necessary to take
into account clustering of Cr atoms �the so-called �-�� de-
composition of the alloy� that occurs even at low
temperatures.5 In case study I, where bonding integrals for
Fe-Fe, Cr-Cr, and FeCr sites are assumed to be identical, the
nonmagnetic calculations predict very small positive values
for the enthalpies of mixing for the whole range of Cr con-
centration. This illustrates the part played by the nonlinear
magnetic terms in Eq. �5� and the fact that chemical bonds in
the alloy form as a result of self-consistent evolution of elec-
tronic structure involving both intersite electron hopping and
on-site exchange effects.

We also note that the positive enthalpies of mixing in Fig.
7 can be directly compared with calculations performed for a
DLM FeCr system �see Fig. 3 of Ref. 10� within the coherent
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potential approximations �CPA�, where the reference ener-
gies correspond to paramagnetic bcc states. The DLM ap-
proximation, mimicking high-temperature magnetic configu-
rations, can now be investigated within the present Stoner
TB Hamiltonian approach following the method developed
by Hasegawa et al.27 for pure iron. A general treatment of
orientational magnetic disorder can now also be imple-
mented for Hamiltonian �5� following Refs. 75–77.

Therefore, the fact that we are now able to convincingly
identify the type of the Hamiltonian and the specific terms
responsible for the observed anomalous behavior of FeCr
alloys, opens a way to deriving further approximate compu-

tational algorithms for these alloys, and steels, suitable for
large-scale simulations of radiation damage effects in these
materials.
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